DANIEL STEWART

2022 CLINIC TOUR
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
OUR VENUE

OUR RIDERS

OUR HORSES

ARENA: My jumping clinics ts in any arena but the
larger the better. We’ll need 4 - 9 jumps, a mounting
block, and seating for auditors. Dressage clinics are
best held in large court arenas with all letters.

Riders of all ages and levels can ride in my clinics
because we’ll divide everyone into three groups
based on the level of horse and rider. As you can
imagine this isn't always easy (like putting 12 square
pegs in 12 round holes!) but please do your best.
Thank you for considering the horse when grouping
your riders (for example if an upper level rider is on
a green horse she should still ride in the lower level
group to avoid over-challenge her horse).

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS

RAIN: It’s important to have an indoor arena as a
backup incase of rain. If it rains and we don’t have
an indoor arena we’ll still complete our clinic, I’ll just
teach your riders a ve-hour symposium of a variety
of rider tness and mental coaching workshops.

OUR SEMINAR & WORKSHOP
Multi-day clinics always include an upbeat
equestrian sport psychology seminar and an active
rider tness workshop and bootcamp. Riders will
learn how to improve their con dence and courage
while also building their strength and stamina!

OUR AUDITORS
I’m proud to donate all auditing fees to your group.
You may set, collect, and keep all auditing fees from
our clinic. Most groups charge $25-$50 per day (the
more auditors, the more you’ll earn). Many groups
use auditing as a way of creating a fundraiser.

OUR SCRIBES
I’ll need of two scribes for our riding sessions. They
don’t need have experience but should be familiar
with riding. It’s important they be free for the entire
three hours of our riding sessions (i.e. a parent who
has to help her daughter shouldn’t be our scribe).

OUR SCHEDULE
Thank you for ensuring that
our order-of-go is as follows:
GROUP 1 = MIDDLE LEVEL RIDERS
GROUP 2 = LOWER LEVEL RIDERS
GROUP 3 = UPPER LEVEL RIDERS
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Please note that all riders in all groups
(including all auditors, trainers, and parents)
must attend the welcome brie ng.
They do not arrive for their start time.

I’ll push all riders according to their own ability,
meaning that if a rider proves to be more advanced
than the group, I’ll push her harder than the others.
We can even raise or lower the height of the fences
between rides so everyone is challenged equally.
Please remember that my jumping clinics require
the completion of a full course of jumps, cross-rails,
or ground poles without stopping; and my dressage
clinics require the completion of multiple dressage
movements without stopping. Riders who can’t
“steer” around such courses should audit our clinic.

Because of the challenging nature of our clinic it’s
very important that all horses be willing, wellbehaved, and able to complete a full course of 6 to
9 fences - or a full dressage test - without stopping.
Horses who have a tendency to rush, run-out, refuse
fences, be barn-sour, or are otherwise unable to
complete a course without stopping (or make their
riders feel fearful) are not appropriate for this clinic.
Our clinic is designed to teach riders to be positive
and focused under schooling or showing pressure
(i.e. recovering after mistakes, never quitting, and
avoiding distractions). It is NOT designed to teach
riders how to solve things like rushing or refusing
horses, or how to overcome the fear of a horse who
makes them nervous or fearful. Riders who attempt
to ride with horses like this usually end up feeling
very disappointed in the clinic and frustrated. It also
delays the entire clinic for all other riders.
PLEASE MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS.

Multi-day clinics are for 12 mounted riders the rst
day and up to 16 riders the second day. You may
mix new and returning riders on the second day.
Please note that the groups on the rst day can be
odd numbers (like a group of ve, four and three)
but the groups on the second day must be even
numbers (like two groups of six riders and one
group of four) because this will be our “team” day
where all groups will be divided into teams of two.

I’m very sorry, but if a horse challenges a rider in this
way, or isn’t able to complete a full course without
stopping, rushing, or trying to run back to barn, I’ll
need to excuse them from the clinic so we don’t risk
the rider’s safety or de-training the horse. Thank you
for sharing this information with your riders. It’s very
important to ensuring that everyone enjoys and
bene ts from the clinic (and stays safe!).

Day One - 12:00 Start

Day Two - 10:00 start

GROUP 1
11:30 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 1:30

Mid level riders
Warm up
Welcome brie ng
Riding clinic for group 1

GROUP 1
9:30 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:30

Mid level riders
Warm up
Welcome brie ng
Riding clinic for group 1

GROUP 2
12:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 1:00
1:00 - 1:30
1:30 - 2:30

Lower level riders
Welcome brie ng
Watch group 1
Tack / warm-up
Riding clinic for group 2

GROUP 2
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:30

Lower level riders
Welcome brie ng
Watch group 1
Tack / warm-up
Riding clinic for group 2

GROUP 3
12:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 1:30
2:00 - 2:30
2:30 - 3:30

Upper level riders
Welcome brie ng
Watch group 1
Tack / warm-up
Riding clinic for group 3
Groups 1 & 2 watch group 3

GROUP 3
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:30
12:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 1:30

Upper level riders
Welcome brie ng
Watch group 1
Tack / warm-up
Riding clinic for group 3
Groups 1 & 2 watch group 3

4:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00

Sport Psychology Seminar
Q&A and book signing.

2:00 - 3:00
3:00 - 3:30

Rider Fitness Workshop.
Q&A and big goodbye!

